
still going on in the middle east"

casualties reported more visibly on the news beside a lot of fighting and bombing 

conducted   different   nations   over   presumed   terrorists   and   rebels   and   minor 

12139: "a month with a very high amount of airstrikes all around the world and 

listening to the radio on my phone while scanning trash"

by  street  musicians  and  at  the  supermarket  before  getting  back  to  holland  and 

naple friend living in the village and also hearing songs while in venice played 

on  the  piano  for  myrthe's  mother  and  later  going  to  a  small  rock  concert  by  a 

august's grandfather whistling and back in the netherlands playing some old songs 

recovering  some  of  the  songs  heard  there  at  the  beginning  of  the  project  like 

03095:   "spending   some   nice   days   with   august   in   sweden   in   the   old   barn   and 

time out either with myrthe pregnant and bad weather"

three times a day after having problems with my teeth and not spending to much 

also  this  time  drinking  a  lot  of  water  from  the  bottle  and  eating  only  two  or 

mostly  working  on  my  project  interrupting  the  renovation  of  our  dutch  house  ad 

01169: "month spent doing very little activities waiting for livia to be born and 

small pain in the knees after always working on my laptop standing"

wind reaching a very high rate but still always having a bit of a stiff back and a 

countryside protected by the dike but also on the dike on a day of sun with no 

06073:  "running  alone  after  august's  departure  and  mostly  in  the  open  dutch 

willing a building a temple in the mountains"

also getting affected by watching a series on a narco as well as reflecting my 

improvising a story about lamas after noticing them in a farm here in holland and 

08081:  "writing  quite  smoothly  every  evening  on  my  fable  book  and  this  time 

and the upcoming baby"

elements from the tv series but also still dreaming a bit of our mountain place 

but  at  last  getting  used  to  the  watching  and  dreaming  again  often  taking  in 

american tv series together every evening and not having any dreams for sometime 

myrthe no longer going to work due to her pregnancy but then starting to watch an 

02155: "initially dreaming a lot with the gray winter here in the netherlands and 

surfaces"

with   the   circular   yellows   covered   in   gold   and   also   reintroducing   big   black 

07095: "continuing to paint this time making a fast dynamic blue flow keeping up 

this time experimenting with a yellow oval and a gold overlay"

07094: "painting executed in my dutch study during still the gray weather out and 

a red surface under the blue flow getting less dynamic"

to get born and keeping long hours in my dutch studio now executing no circle but 

07093: "painting executed with still a very gray weather inside waiting for livia 



amersfoort"

experienced   mostly   walking   by   the   flooded   river   in   culemborg   but   also   in 

the traffic and alternating always of few days of calm with again a lot of wind 

18113: "a very windy month with as much as a storm uprooting trees and blocking 

baby livia to be born"

some sunnier and colder days towards the end being sort of force here awaiting for 

not too cold nor too warm temperatures and very little sunshine overall with only 

16117: "depressing winter weather in holland with a constant overcast and always 

the bedroom and listening to the radio"

then while with franco the guitarist back in holland as well as while plastering 

meeting in italy and there hearing music at the supermarket and in my mother's car 

03096: "music listened at the barber in utrecht getting ready for an important 

the presence of the round dot this time however green to contrast with the pink"

very simple with the blue flow across and a pink one emerging from below and still 

07097: "very much focusing on painting and managing yet another one keeping it 

circle with a black surrounding and maintaining the silver and gold surfaces"

born and the winter to pass and keeping it simple this time enforcing the center 

07096: "painting executed once again in my dutch study waiting for livia to be 

wind while walking on a dike"

birthday in amersfoort and inhaling the smell of a chemical factory brought by the 

of  the  time  at  home  awaiting  for  livia  to  be  born  and  only  going  to  arjian's 

sometime some traffic running over to the dike and other than that spending most 

15102: "a month inhaling almost no bad air beside the traffic in amsterdam and 

definitively upset with the indifference and injustice of the establishment"

and  also  lowering  my  hopes  for  the  italian  plan  getting  my  thoughts  darker  and 

09070: "recording at a far less intensity now with myrthe home for her pregnancy 


